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Program index and prelude
SAMIDA in collaboration with the Bible Tabernacle Church –USA in the Tribal
regions of Visakhapatnam district (Anakapalli District), Andhra Pradesh, a hilly
region with 90% vulnerable Tribal population will be under a crash of supplies
and impact of COVID-19, OMICRON as well as the severe impact of summer
heat waves. The resultant impact would pose intractable miseries especially on
children segments in the remote and hill top tribal villages form of deficiencies of
food, nutrition, safe drinking water and other essential supplies along with
books, stationary, masks and sanitizers etc.
Here we have supplemented the nutrition etc. items to 300 children from
Ravikamatham Mandal, Anakapalli District (New) for which the community has
expressed its willingness to supplement the contribution in the form of daily
labour and essentials added to the material distributions as supported with the
support of Bible Tabernacle Church - USA and under aegis of SAMIDA
Aims and objectives
The basic and fundamental objective is to organize the “Nutrition Supply to
children along with other needed items like books, stationary, masks and
sanitizers” in Ravikamatham Mandal of Anankapalli district considering their
extreme vulnerability and suffering a lot.
Strategies
As narrated the program is envisaged for the distribution and promotion of
standard usage of these items to the gullible communities in the specified
Mandals. We have formulated a strategy to implant the supplies to the identified
Tribal children towards the directive of putting them to ease during this summer
period and conveying the message at all areas about safety measures.
The other strategies include the regular identification of Tribal children along
with counselling of the community elders and family members on care taking.
Comfortable and pleasant environment at the schools thereby all the needed
would be placed at a convenient points that would garner the support of all the
community segments. The program is grandeur and is organized with the active
collaboration of the village level teachers, Grama Sachivalayam staff, ANM,
ASHA, PRI and other sizeable number of participants. Along with the bags the
nutrition wrappings containing the nutrition pack, books and other learning
material.

The program is supported by all the sections and elders said that the program
donor agencies have planned the school nutrition and Nutrition Kits – 3 type
fruits, 6 note books, groundnut chuckles box, biscuits and snacks, soaps &
sanitizers, books, copses boxes, Masks and sanitizers, Fruits & shacks to operate
the system of managing the extent assign task and workstation, limit the
number of staff accessing storage areas and consider having multiple service
points of facilitation accessing more of the distribution accesses. Care is taken
that all the bags selected are of good quality and will last with students for a
long time and the program has been a success.
The support of the SAMIDA and the Bible Tabernacle Church have provided the
support with an avowed vision of protecting the Tribal children from all assorts
of nutritional alignments and to generate the moderate sensitization among the
communities to be more compassionate to the children to provide the needed
nutritional support and ensure a moderate support structure to the Tribal
children and their parameters. Supported by Bible Tabernacle Church, USA and
assisted by SAMIDA NGO.
Some of the students at all the targeted villages had been under severest of
nutritional assortments and have been not in the condition of manifesting the
house worn matters and have in a position not to have the proper groceries and
the families are so poor they cannot afford proper nutrition or clothes.
The following items have been distributed
S.No
1
2
3
4
5
6

Items distributed
Note books each 4 books
Masks – Each-8
Sanitizers-each 2 bottles
Good day cookies
Ground nut foodies
Soaps

Number of students
300
300
300
300
300
300

Total
1200
2400
600
300 packets
(each pack 12)
300 boxes
Each 5

Rationale and impacts
In order to improve the lives of these students and enhance the nutritional
quality the SAMIDA has a platform to transform the children into the
transitional towards the nutrition melody and make them the custodians for
future generations. The nutrition Specialists were requested to provide the
guidelines to provide the needed support structures and all the 200 attended
were given free books, stationary, fruits and nutrition support.
The other children have been mobilized at each village wise in Ravikamatham
mandal with the support of the mentor organization and the mandated groceries
to the families are arranged in support of the children and as part of the regular
monthly supplies.

Supplied items
The teams have provided on setting up nutrition and nutrition supplementations
distribution of Apples, Fruits, Groundnut Chukkas, Hotlinks Packets, B complex
and multi vitamins capsules and 3 fruits, 6 note books, groundnut chuckles box,
biscuits and snacks, soaps & sanitizers, books, copses boxes, Masks and
sanitizers, Fruits & shacks etc. On receiving medicines for energy we could give
a smile of glee we could make him wear the nutrition and that thanked the
thank SAMIDA and Bible Tabernacle Church USA enough for improving the
lives of these small children.
The Chief Guest Mr Palla Simhachalam Vice- Surpanch of the Dharmavaram
Gram Panchayath and the ward members and also the village youth leaders are
while pointing out the need for such philanthropy activities has asserted that all
the stages of childhood need a lot of adjustment and care. Therefore it is a very
critical period in the life of the human being. This is a dependent group whose
members could not and should not work and who need economic and social
assistance that the families and civil societies are obliged to provide.
It is a period of physical, emotional and social advancement and basically
childhood is however a state of mind when the person express his incapacity to
work. The children have Physiological and psychological needs especially in
Tribal areas like sufficient nutritious food, clean clothing, comfortable housing,
sound sleep, good health and sanitation, occupational adjustment, adequate
growth options, leisure and good care needs.
Executive Secretary of SAMIDA organization Mr.D.Veerabhadrarao mentioned
that we the SAMIDA motivate the community and families to foster more love
and affection and respect for the children. The society has to carry out many
developmental tasks for the children by which they can extend the growth and
grow. All children, particularly Tribal need a safe place to grow and caring for
children and nurturing them with the basics like food and clean clothes, and
access to education, increases the likelihood of them becoming positive members
of their communities and changing their narrative from being vulnerable to
resilient.
The guest of honor Mr.P.Ramana president of SAMIDA while elaborating the
problems children face ranged from fear, lack of parental love, trauma, stress
and frustration. Most of the time, children are left in orphanages because their
widowed mother cannot afford to take care of them and their fathers are gone
through disease or conflict. These widows put their trust in the orphanage to
feed, clothe and educate their children and provide them with a stronger start in
life. He lastly summarized that the most fundamental thing we can teach our
children to pray for families, friends, Almighty and kids can do fun activities that
benefit, encourage to service project, write letters and can donate time, energy,
or resources.
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